Article Galaxy Gadget Store
Personalizing Scientific Research
Powered by Reprints Desk’s award-winning Article Galaxy
research platform, the Gadget Store offers personalized
access to a vast library of easy-to-use science apps, or
Gadgets, that allow researchers to enhance and visualize
data for their research right in their workflow, cutting
research time by more than 50 percent.

Features Include:
M Easy Article Access 24/7 - purchase or rent any journal article.
M Literature Tools - manage your personal and group bibliographies.
M Open Access - discover and filter for Open Access articles.
M Research Gadgets - add to your dashboard for custom data insights.

What is a Gadget?
Gadgets are simple yet powerful
applications—designed for research
and scientific experimentation.
Similar to common consumer apps,
Gadgets are task-specific and easyto-use, and run on your desktop or
mobile web browser.

The Article Galaxy Platform
Discover how Article Galaxy—
Reprints Desk’s award-winning
platform for research intelligence
and on-demand access to scientific,
technical & medical (STM) journal
content—is continuously setting
new standards for performance and
customer satisfaction. Learn more:
info.reprintsdesk.com/why-articlegalaxy

Get Started Today

The Americas: +1 (310) 477 0354

Start exploring the Gadget Store and get your free account, plus access
to peer-reviewed journal articles whenever you need them. SIGN UP NOW
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A One-Stop-Shop For Researchers
Keep your research in one place with personalized dashboards and easy
access to both scientific content and data—in a fraction of the time. With
the Article Galaxy Gadget Store, it’s easy to find the Gadgets that meet
your research needs.

Gadget Data Sources
� Journal TOCs / Journal Articles

M Search by keyword or browse popular categories.

� Wikipedia / Science Databases

M Click on any Gadget for a detailed description.

� NE Journal of Medicine

M Instantly add Gadgets to your dashboard.

� European Patent Office

M Subscribe to TOC feeds of 19,000+ scientific journals.

� Federal Drug Administration (FDA)
� NCBI and ORCID

Choose The Plan That’s Right For You

� RCSB Protein Data Bank

While access to the Article Galaxy Gadget Store is free, service delivery and

� And many more

copyright fees will apply for each full-text journal article order. Additionally,
Article Galaxy offers paid monthly subscription plans for individual researchers
and workgroups—as well as Article Galaxy access across the entire enterprise.

Popular Gadget Categories
Free Account

Professional

Workgroup

Enterprise

Easy Article
Access

Easy Article
Access

Easy Article
Access

Advanced
Article Access

� On-demand literature access

Reference
Manager and
8 Gadgets

Unlimited
Bibliographies
and Gadgets

Collaboration
Features
for 25 Users

Custom
Workflows for
All Your Users

� Lab and visualization

� Search and discovery

� Workflow and productivity

� Biomedical research
� Journal TOC feeds

View pricing and upgrade options here: https://info.reprintsdesk.com/pricing

� And more

Visit The Gadget Store
Find more information about the Gadget Store and Reprints Desk’s
ecosystem of app-like Gadgets. Read tutorials and watch videos on how
to use Gadgets. Search by keyword and browse Gadgets categories.

LEARN MORE: https://info.reprintsdesk.com/gadget-store

